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The COMSEC Uni-Shelf (CS Uni1) is the first and 
only COMSEC device shelf designed to support rigidly 
mounting multiple vendors COMSEC devices in a mix 
and match manner. The COMSEC Uni-Shelf is a 1U 
shelf, which features mounting points for many popular 
NSA certified COMSEC devices.

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf can be used to mix or 
match devices for unparalleled flexibility. 

The Quick Release Kit (optional) allows General 
Dynamics’ KG-175D units to be retained, then 
removed, using a tool-less mounting tray design. The 
Slide Rail Kit (optional) allows users to fully extend the 
COMSEC Uni-Shelf out of the rack on full extension 
slide rails to gain full access to the COMSEC devices 
retained on the shelf. The COMSEC Uni-Shelf Straps 
(optional) are used to retain first generation KG-250s, 
KIV-19Ms, and KIV-54s (which all lack hard mounting 
points).  Each of the optional accessories are sold 
separately to keep cost down for users who may not 
need or require all these capabilities.

The CS Uni1 allows flexibility when configuring 
COMSEC rack space using an affordable and easy to 
use COMSEC device shelving product. Because the 
COMSEC Uni-Shelf’s innovative design allows you 
to mix and match devices, you will no longer need to 
inventory different shelves for different products. It 
includes all the necessary hardware (bolts & washers) 
required to retain the list of supported COMSEC 
devices. Why spend thousands of dollars per shelf 
to simply mount your COMSEC equipment when the 
COMSEC Uni-Shelf offers unparalleled flexibility at a 
surprisingly low price?

The COMSEC Uni-Shelf supports:
 ◌ (2) General Dynamics KG-175D 
 ◌ (2) General Dynamics KG-175F 
 ◌ (1) General Dynamics KG-175G 
 ◌ (3) Viasat KG-250X 
 ◌ (3) Viasat KG-250XS 

Optional KG-175D Quick Release Tray Kit
Supports “tool-less” mounting and removal of 
KG-175D units 

Optional Full Extension Slide Rail Kit 
Perfect for users who need quick access to the back 
of their units frequently 


